Getting to Jinshan and Wanli

Jinshan, Wanli
Small Town Travel

Six Major Theme Tours
Jinshan Old Street, Jinshan Market, Seaside Beauty in
Jinshan, Jinshan Art and Culture Tour, Wondrous Wanli,
Jinshan Wanli Hot Springs

From Taichung and Kaohsiung: Take the THSR or Taiwan Railway to Taipei
Main Station and continue by MRT or bus.
Within Taipei: Take the MRT to Taipei Main Station, Tamsui Station or Taipei
City Hall Station and then transfer to a bus there.
Taiwan High Speed Rail : www.thsrc.com.tw
Taiwan Railways Administration : www.railway.gov.tw
Taipei Metro : www.trtc.com.tw

Public Transportation

Jinshan Old Street
Jinbaoli Old Street has a history dating back to the 17th
century. Under the protection of the goddess Mazu in
Cihu Temple, this area brings together a mix of southern
Fujian and Baroque-style buildings with an amazing array
of specialty products and depth of culture.

Bus
● From Taipei Bus Station take Kuo Kuang Motor Co. Bus 1815 (via Jiantan

and Yangmingshan) to Jinshan.

●From near Keelung Railway Station take Keelung Bus or Tamsui Bus No.
862; from MRT Tamsui (Exit 2) take Keelung Bus or Tamsui Bus 862 or 863,
and get off at places along the way.

The Old Townhouses of Jinbaoli

Cihu Temple in Jinbaoli

Must-try Treats along the Old Street

Jinbaoli Old Street dates back to the era when the
Qing government established Tamsui Subprefecture
(1723). Many of the buildings along the street are built in
a southern Fujian style and designed as the long
townhouse shops once typical in Taiwan. Later additions
and renovations bore a stronger western stamp, such as
the arched brick promenades along the lower section of
Old Street. Unfortunately most of the baroque-style brick
townhouses were demolished during road work in 1996.
The Bo'ai Pharmacy, distinguished by its brick façade, is
the only remaining Qing period building.

Built two centuries ago, Cihu
Temple is known by Jinshan
locals as the "Big Temple."
From foundation to roof, the
temple is richly adorned with
ar t that deser ves to be
enjoyed in detail.

Another major visitor draw at Jinbaoli Old Street is its
array of unique specialty products and dishes. One local
favorite is the vendor outside the Bo'ai Pharmacy selling
chewy hand-made tapioca balls. The nearby bakery and
Ayu Foods are old-time establishments specializing in
sesame puff cakes. Other visitor favorites in Jinbaoli
include the fresh sweet potato ice cream at Snow
Leopard Ice City and confections at Guo's Peanut Candy,
located kitty-corner from the duck meat stall. Easily the
most representative of Jinshan's specialty treats are
sweet potatoes and the many processed foods and
dishes made from them.

●No. 26, Jinbaoli St., Jinshan Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市金山區金包里街26號)

Kuo Kuang Motor Co.: 0800-010-138 www.kingbus.com.tw
Keelung Bus: 0800-588-010, (02) 2433-6111 www.kl-bus.com.tw
Tamsui Bus: 0800-002-277 www.csgroup-bus.com.tw

Crown Northern Coastline Route (皇冠北海岸線)
1 MRT Tamsui Station (Exit 2)
3 Sanzhi Visitor Center

2 Dajue (Qianshui Bay)

4 North Coast & Guanyinshan National Scenic

6 Fugui Cape Lighthouse (Laomei Green Reef)
7 Shimen Arch

●No. 16, Jinbaoli St., Jinshan Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市金山區金包里街16號)

5 Fuji Fishing Harbor (Shimen Wedding Plaza)

Area (Baisha Bay)

8 Zhongjiao

11 Juming Museum

Peace Garden

9

10 Yun Garden

12 Jinshan District Office (Old Street)

13 Jinshan Visitor Center (Shitoushan Park)

Jinshan Guang'an Temple, Jinbaoli Duck Meat

14 Jiaotouli (hot-spring area)

15 Yehliu Geopark (Yehliu Ocean World)

Juxing Hallwas originally built in the Qing period by
settlers from Zhangzhou to worship the god Kaizhang
Shengwang, a statue of whom they brought from their
homeland in mainland China. When Li Kuang-hsiung, the
owner of Jinbaoli Duck Meat, first opened his noodle and
duck meat stall nearby, his customers would eat their
food at the temple. As business boomed, the temple
couldn't accommodate the crowds, forcing Li to open a
shop nearby on the
Old Street.

Tickets: Swipe your EasyCard or buy a one-day ticket when boarding the
bus (for unlimited rides on the same day)
Taiwan Tourist Shuttle Bus www.taiwantrip.com.tw

North Coast & Guanyinshan National Scenic Area Administration
www.northguan-nsa.gov.tw

Baisha Bay Visitor Center (白沙灣遊客中心)

No. 33-6, Xiayuankeng, Demao Borough, Shimen Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市石門區德茂里下員坑33-6 號)
(02) 8635-5100
09:00 ~ 17:00 (May ~ Sept. until 18:00)

Jinshan Visitor Center (金山遊客中心)

No. 171-2, Huanggang Rd., Jinshan Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市金山區磺港路171-2號)
(02) 2498-8980
09:00 ~ 17:00 (May ~ Sept. until 18:00)

●No. 104, Jinbaoli St.,

Jinshan Dist., New
Taipei City

Yehliu Visitor Center (野柳遊客中心)

(新北市金山區金
包里街104號)

No. 167-1, Gangdong Rd., Yeliu Borough, Wanli Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市萬里區野柳里港東路167-1號)
(02) 2492-2016
08:00 ~ 17:00 (May ~ Aug. until 18:00)

The Hot Springs of
Jinshan and Wanli

The hot springs of Jinshan and Wanli were developed very
early. After the Taiwan Governor General Office built a hotspring guesthouse in the Japanese colonial era here, quite a
few public bathhouses that now have a long history sprang up.
The hot-spring hotels are concentrated along Provincial
Highway 2, each attracting customers who have different
preferences with exquisite decorative styles, and offering good
food, beautiful scenery, and high-quality hot-spring water.

Jinshan Market

Packed with fresh seafood and fruit and vegetables, Jinshan Market exudes
flourishing and exuberant local vitality. This old market is also the ideal place to
explore the tastes of the common people as well feel the bustling pulse of life and
welcoming human warmth.

Jinshan Guang’an Temple
(Jinbaoli Duck Meat)

Lion Grove Egg Roll Fruit stall
Soy milk shop
A-Lang Tempura
Toilet
Fu Pin Jia
Changrong
Meat Shop
Pork stall
Tofu
Foodstuff from
Southeast Asia

Morning fish and vegetable vendors
Fruit stall

Entrance of the New Market
Xinyi Rd.

Old Public Market
+ New Market on Zhongshan Road
Jinshan Hot Spring and Wanli Jiatou Hot Spring
The Jinshan hot-spring area is the largest of its kind on
the North Coast. The hot springs are mostly sulfur springs.
Sulfur has been mined in the area since the early days and
today the remains of old mines can still be seen. At the
well-known spots Sihuangping and Siping large amounts
of sulfur were produced in days gone by. Wanli’s hot
springs come from the same vein as Yangmingshan’s hot
springs, belonging to the volcanic Datun mountain range;
the spring water, however, can be divided into neutral
carbonated, acidic sulfur, alkaline sulfur, and white sulfur
spring water. Hot springs were discovered earliest in Wanli
at Jiatou settlement. This hot-spring area is very close to
central Jinshan but is actually under the jurisdiction of
Wanli District. It is thus known as the Wanli Jiatou HotSpring Area but is often mistakenly thought by outsiders
to be part of the Jinshan hot-spring area.

Located next to the well-known Jinshan Duck Meat shop
by Guang'an Temple, Jinshan Market can be divided into
Old Market and New Market.
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Entrance of the Old Market

Jinbaoli St.

Elderly vegetable vendors

The hot springs of Jinshan and Wanli belong to the Datun
Mountain geothermal zone. The area is blessed with natural
spring water and fascinating geothermal landscapes. On the
North Coast, the unique magical experience of taking a hotspring bath while viewing the sea scenery can be enjoyed.

Travel Suggestion

Aly. 190, Zhongshan Rd.

AD

There are two Mazu
goddesses enshrined at the
t e m p l e: D a m a ("G r e a t
Mother") and Erma ("Second
Mother"). Erma, who drifted on the sea to a cave on the
shore at Yehliu, was just eight inches tall; in later years,
money was raised to carve a larger statue the same size
as Dama. The eight-inch Mazu was concealed inside the
bigger statue and came to be known as the "Mazu in
Mazu." Every year, Erma makes a pilgrimage "home" to
the cave in Yehliu in what has become an important
celebration in the Jinshan, Shimen, and Wanli areas.

The entrance to the Old Market is on Jinbaoli Old Street,
its area roughly starting at Fude Street. The Old Market has
many stores that have been in business for decades, such
as Fu Pin Jia, famed for its white radish cake and rice cake;
A-Lang Tempura famed for various products made from
fish paste; and Changrong Meat Shop, which sells
handmade sausages. Their products are bought not just by
locals but also by quite a few visitors who make a special
trip to buy them.
The New Market’s entrance is on Zhongshan Road, next
to the lane that leads to Jinshan Duck Meat. The sign is
very obvious and there is a long-established fruit stall
below it. For this reason, Xinyi Road, which is opposite, was
nicknamed “Watermelon Lane” in earlier times.

Zhongshan Rd.
Fude St.

Fude St.

Old Market Flavor + New Market Seafood
Before dawn, the market is bathed in the light of
fluorescent lamps. Customers shuttle in and out of the
market's more than half-century-old soy milk shop, the
go-to breakfast place for locals in the know.
Passing the soy milk shop one arrives at the heart of
the old market, marked by a string of pork stalls and
grocery stores that are said to be 70 or 80 years old. The
groceries sell an amazing variety of goods, including
Southeast Asian specialties at the grocer behind the pork
stalls. A few steps further on is a shop with bamboo
baskets of tofu and plastic bags of thick flavorful soy milk.
Complementing the traditional character of the old
market, the stalls at the new market focus on seafood
and processed foods. Many of the shops here buy fish
fresh from the harbor. In September and October, one
can find plump and fairly priced silver anchovies from
Huanggang Fishing.

Travel Suggestion
The core section of Jinbaoli Old Street stretches between
Minsheng Road and Zhongzheng Road. This area is home to
a wide range of restaurants, snack stalls, and shops selling all
manner of daily necessities. A good way to take it all in is to
head out from Cihu Temple at the end of Minsheng Road and
then duck down the lanes radiating off the old street. Then
continue on to Zhongzheng Road and Zhongshan Road before
returning to Cihu Temple. This route weaves past a number of
stalls selling mouthwatering snacks. Here you can also see
several of the area's old baroque-style buildings and get a
sense of the local temple culture.

"Three Treasures of Jinshan"
Taro, Sweet Potato, and Water Bamboo
Jinshan Market is a good place to hunt for treasure,
specifically the district's three "treasure" farm products:
sweet potatoes (in season from August to October),
water bamboo (October to November, and taro (August
to November). Autumn visitors have a chance to find all
three together among the market's bustling stalls.
Jinshan is famous for its sweet potatoes and water
bamboo. Many local small farmers pick water bamboo
fresh daily and sell it in bundles in Jinshan Market.
Limited yields mean that the sweet potatoes and water
bamboo can be hard to find; however, the delicious local
Tiaoshi taro can easily hold its own against this duo.

Local produce and seafood can also be bought at the
stalls along the market periphery. Most of the fish is
sourced from the nearby por t s of Fuji, Shuiwei,
Huanggang, and Yehliu. The produce here is mostly
locally grown and seasonal, including the "Three
Treasures of Jinshan": taro, sweet potato, and water
bamboo.

Travel Suggestion
The market is located bet ween Jinbaoli Old Street and
Zhongshan Road. Vendors successively turn on the lights on
their stalls before dawn breaks and then people begin to flood
into the market from 6 to 7am. Shoppers can find nearly any
type of seafood in Jinshan Market, most of it delivered fresh
from the boats at the neighboring Huanggang, Shuiwei, Fuji,
and Yehliu fishing harbors. The veggie and fruit selection is
equally impressive, including the three treasures of Jinshan:
sweet potatoes, taro, and water bamboo. Much of the produce
is sourced fresh from small local farms. The market's several
old-time food stalls are also worth exploring one by one.

Shitoushan Park

Seaside Beauty in Jinshan

On the other side of Shitoushan are Shuiwei Fishing
Harbor and Shuiwei Landscape Amusement Park,
located at the estuarine confluence of the Jinbaoli and
Yuantan rivers. Visitors come for both the scenic views
and the seafood restaurants here. Among the attractions
at Shuiwei Landscape Amusement Park are driftwood art
installations, including a driftwood sailboat that recalls
the early days when the Jinbaoli River was still navigable.

Embarking from Huanggang Fishing Harbor, this tour
encompasses the most quintessential attractions of Jinshan,
from the diverse ecology of Shitoushan Park to the scenic
beauty and historical interest of an old army camp once veiled
from the public by martial law.

S h i t o u s h a n Pa r k h a s a d i ve r s e e c o l o g y a n d
woodlands that have thankfully been protected with
the help of past military controls on access to the
a r e a. R e c e n t r e s t o r a t i o n e f f o r t s h ave f u r t h e r
contributed to the seasonally changing wonders that
await along the trail, including the occasionally
sighted blooms of the Taiwan lily and golden spider
lily. The ecological restoration area near Zhongzheng
Pavilion presents several autumn flowering natives of
the North Coast.

The route from Taipei to Wanli passes through a scenic coastal
landscape scented by the sea. Yehliu is announced by its oceaneroded landforms, strikingly presented at Yehliu Geopark. There
are a number of fascinatingly shaped rock formations here,
including the famous Queen's Head rock and formations
resembling a Candle Rock, ice cream cones, and Fairy's Slipper, to
name a few of the fairytale-like scenes waiting to delight.
Visitors to the area can also feast on some of Taiwan's freshest
seafood. The restaurants at Yehliu, Dong'ao, and Guihou fishing
harbors serve up just about every type of seafood. Among the
seafood eateries near Yehliu Fishing Port is a more than 20-yearold
restaurant serving simple dishes packed with flavor.
●No. 167-1, Gangdong Rd., Yeliu Borough, Wanli Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市萬里區野柳里港東路167-1號)
▪(02) 2492-2016 ▪8:00-17:00

Chengtian Temple has grown to become the second
largest temple in the area, after Cihu Temple. The temple's
interior and exterior relief work highlights the values of filial
piety, integrity, and righteousness in auspicious words and
motifs, among them a dragon and tiger wall block.

Travel Suggestion
In Shitoushan Park on Jinshan Cape, follow a gently-sloping
trail up through lush forest. The end of the trail is the perfect
place to view the famed Twin Candlestick Islets. Huanggang
Fishing Harbor and Shuiwei Fishing Harbor stand on either side
of Jinshan Cape; Huanggang is renowned for its traditional
fishing method and is also the starting point of the historic Yulu
Historic Trail. Shuiwei Fishing Harbor offers lovely scenery and
is where one of the eight famous sights of Jinshan, “moonlight
shimmers on Shuiwei Bay," can be viewed by night.

The top must-visit attraction of Wanli is Yehliu Geopark. With its
amazing sea-eroded landscape it is the most precious geological
classroom on the North Coast. Yehliu Geopark and nearby Yehliu
Ocean World are both suited to families and can be visited one
after the other. There are quite a few fishing harbors in the Yehliu
area that bring in an abundant catch every day. Restaurants
beside the harbors display live fish, prawns, and shellfish in tanks
to attract diners with rich bounty from the sea that couldn't be
fresher. After enjoying beautiful scenery, why not take the chance
to enjoy a delicious seafood feast?

Jumping Café

Bao'an Temple was built over a century ago, in the Jiaqing
reign of the Qing Dynasty. Its supernatural story begins with a
wayward sailing ship that drifted into to the waters near Yehliu.
Some locals rowed out to the large ship only to discover it was
completely deserted; all that was found were a few dozen China
fir logs, two large slabs of limestone, and a statue of a god.. After
discussing the matter, they decided to use the timber and
limestone from the ship, along with local coral stone, to build a
simple temple to worship the statue and seek the god's blessing
and protection.

Juming Museum
Jhongjiao Bay Visitor Center

Jhongjiao Bay

Jhongjiao Bay
International Surfing Base

Dharma Drum Mountain
Qingshui Creek

Tich Garden
Qingshui Wetland

Li Qi-feng Mansion
Old Jinshan Airfield

Mobile visitor
service station
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Mobile cafés are another attraction along Provincial Highway
2 . The vans set up daily from about two to three p.m. between
the 35 and 39 km points of the highway, serving coffee with an
expansive sea view.

Photo by Shiu Jian-Lin

No. 2, Xishihu, Jinshan Dist.,
New Taipei City
▪(02) 2498-9940

One of the best-known attractions in this area is Jhongjiao
Bay. It is another year-round magnet for surfers. There are also
plenty of cafés along the coast from where you can enjoy the
scenery. Two of the more popular ones are Tiaoshi Youngdoor
(by the sea) and Anonymous café (perched in the foothills)

●No. 69, Gangdong Rd., Yehliu Borough, Wanli Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市萬里區野柳里港東路69號)

●Juming Museum
(新北市金山區西勢湖2號)

Yun Garden
(Teresa Teng Memorial Park)

The ocean views along the coast stretching north from
downtown Jinshan to the Tiaoshi coast are hard to beat. Many of
the people along the coast here once lived from the sea; when
they went to fish or collect seaweed, they had to get to the water
by jumping from rock to rock. This practice gave rise to the
name "Tiaoshi," meaning "jumping on the rocks."

Yehliu Cleansing of the Harbor Festival

Travel Suggestion

Tiaoshi Coast

Liugu Plain

T he near by Teres a Teng Memor ial Par k ( Yun
Garden) is the final resting place of Taiwanese singer
Teresa Teng. The park is infused with artistic touches,
evident particularly in the giant piano that actually
sounds when walked on.

Youngdooor Café

The Coffee Landscape of
Provincial Highway 2

There are three major temples in Yehliu: Bao'an Temple
(dedicated to the deity Kaizhang Shengwang), Renhe Temple
(General Zhou Cang), and Chaotian Temple (Mazu). Kaizhang
Shengwang is closely tied to the century-old Yehliu Cleansing of
the Harbor Festival, an annual religious event steeped in local
legend.

The Yehliu Cleansing of the Harbor Festival is a centuryold event upgraded to national cultural asset status in
2008. The festival involves a series of complex rituals. On
the morning of the Lantern Festival, a palanquin bearing
the god Kaozhang Shengwang is carried in a procession
accompanie d by bar r ages of firecr ac ker s, folk
performances, prayers for blessings, sea cleansing patrol,
prayers for bountiful fish catches, a ritual to cleanse the
harbor, a ritual passage through fire, and a tour by the
god through the community. The sea cleansing patrol and
harbor cleansing ritual are t wo of the highlight
ceremonies.During the harbor patrol, strong young men
hoist the palanquin carrying Kaizhang Shengwang, make
a 20-meter run, and leap into the sea, braving icy waters
and the chill winter wind to bring the event to a climax.

Mobile visitor service station

●No. 161, Huanggang Rd., Jinshan Dist., New Taipei City
(新北市金山區磺港路161號)

Wanli Bao'an Temple

Bao'an Temple hosts several annual events, including the Yehliu
Cleansing of the Harbor Festival during the Lantern Festival, the
celebration of Kaizhang Shengwang's birthday on the 15th day of
the second lunar month, and the Gratitude for Peace ceremony
on the 10th day of the 10th lunar month. The harbor cleansing
festival is the most distinctive of the three events.

The coastal views and mountain atmosphere have
made Jinshan a magnet for artists. The hillside Juming
Museum is an expansive park-like ar t venue, with
outdoor displays of works from the Tai Chi and Living
World series of sculptor Ju Ming. An installation of
queuing statues is a popular place for snapshots here.
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Yehliu Geopark

Huanggang is the starting point of the Yulu Trail. During the
Japanese occupation, the fishing boats would unload their
catch at the harbor to sell. If there was still fish left over, porters
would carry it over the trail to Shilin and other markets.

One of the stories connected to the temple involves the
head of a wooden statue. The head is thought to have floated
from mainland China to Jinshan after a flood. The identity of
the unfortunate statute remained a mystery until 1955. That
year, Huanggang resident Chiang Teng-wang arranged for
the head to be enshrined in Chengtian Temple. Sinologist
Chang Ying later inspected the head and concluded that it
was a likeness of Koxinga, or Zheng Cheng-gong, the pirate/
patriot who drove the Dutch from Taiwan in 1662.
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Wanli is home to the well-known scenic hot spot Yehliu, but its allures extend to the
realm of festivals as well. During the Lantern Festival period Bao'an Temple holds the
Yehliu Cleansing of the Harbor Festival, and in April and May the goddess Mazu makes
a pilgrimage from Jinshan's Cihu Temple to her original home in Yehliu.

Jinshan is located at the foothills of the Datun volcano
group, whose abundant sulfur deposits have given this area a
reputation as the "land of sul fur." The mineral is found in the
Huang ("Sulfur") River that flows through Jinshan District,
giving the steam its name, and has also lent its name to
Huanggang, a century-old fishing port at the river estuary. In
earlier years, the fishermen here used the local sulfur for a
unique form of fishing called "leaping fire." The fishing boats
would burn sulfur slabs to create huge f lames that would at
tract the phototactic scaled sardines into their nets.

The Jinshan coast does not only offer an array of cafés with a
sea view, turn off the coastal road into the mountains and, as
well as famous arts and culture attractions, including Dharma
Drum Mountain, Juming Museum, and Yun Garden (Teresa
Teng Memorial Park), you can visit Li Qi-feng Mansion, built
by Jinshan's richest man in days gone by, as well as the remains
of the Old Jinshan Airf ield, which served as a temporary
airfield in the Japanese Colonial Period.
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Wondrous Wanli

At the trail end, one
c a n s e e t he f a mo u s
Tw i n C a n d l e s t i c k s ,
islets formed by
t e c t o ni c m o t i o n s i x
million years ago and
shaped by natural
erosion to resemble a
sculpted work of art in
the sea.

Chengtian Temple
Chengtian Temple is a major center of faith in Huanggang ,
with exquisitely carved façade totems and rich in lore.

Huanggang•Yulu Historic Trail

Juming Museum and Teresa Teng
Memorial Park (Yun Garden)

Jinshan Art and
Culture Tour

Da

Among them, the golden spider lily blooms around
the months of September and October. The flower
has an unusual quality whereby its blooms and leaves
never appear together. Spring brings the Taiwan lilies,
which adorn the cliff sides of Shitoushan with their
elegant and fragrant white blooms at this time. Many
coastal plants can also be found here, including sea
mango, beach naupaka, and screw pine.

No. 88
Water Wharf

Shuiwei Fishing Harbor and Shuiwei
Landscape Amusement Park

▪May ~ Oct. 10:00 ~ 18:00

Nov. ~ Apr. 10:00 ~ 17:00
(closed on Monday)

●Yun Garden

No. 18, Xishihu, Jinshan Dist.,
New Taipei City
(新北市金山區西勢湖18號)
▪(02) 2498-5900
▪08:00-17:00

Travel Suggestion
Juming Museum, with its extensive collection of works by
famous artist Ju Ming’s, and the Dharma Drum Mountain
religious retreat and Buddhist education center, a place for
spiritual relaxation, are both cultural attractions where you will
find a tranquil and soothing atmosphere. To enjoy coffee while
viewing stunning coastal scenery, visit a café at Tiaoshi Coast
or Jhongjiao Bay or stop at one of the coffee vans parked
beside the Coastal Highway. Visiting Juming Museum or
Dharma Drum Mountain in the morning and then having tea or
coffee in the afternoon at a local café is highly recommended.

